JUNIOR-SENIOR NEXT
DON'T MISS
THAT BANQUET

DON'T MISS
THAT DANCE
HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON
Clemson College, S. C.
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TIGERS SET FOUR
Everything in Readiness For
The Junior-Senior Banquet
Tigertown A51 Set for Biggest
Social Event of Year; Dance
to Follow Feast

Y. M. C. A, PLANS
DECEPTION AFTER
JR, SR, BANQUET
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RCS IN STATE MEET
Clemson Track Team Pushes
Furman For First Place
"

Next Sunday is Mother's . Day,
and, for the first time in the history of Clemson, there is a special
Mother's Day Program planned for
the mothers of the Clemson Cadets.
At last the cadets are going to be
given a chance to entertain their
mothers in "Tigertown." The ladies
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round trip in one day are cordially
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TEXTILE SOGIETY
HEARS HUMBERT ON
MILL CONDITIONS

Newman,

Roy,

Lower

State

and

Cullum

Records

on

Half, 440, and Mile

ROSS O'DELL VAULTS 12:4
The Textile Society held its regular meeting on Tuesday night. Mr.
J. B. Humbert, Manager of The
Seneca Co., Seneca, S. C. made a
talk that was very interesting and
instructive. He outlined a method
hy which we may succeed in the
mill, and a method which we might
use to succeed in any business.
The necessity of living a clean life,
being a good character and working hard cannot be over-emphasized. To command respect of authoria man must
.•man
should. He should not place too
a value upon immediate success but should work in such a
er as to gain success in the
end.
Mr. Humbert said that entoo many students we
jobs paying large salaries as soon
ey finished sehoool; they
not satisfied., with a small joi
first, and consequently dri
another business, where- wit]
little patience they would have
succeeded.
Mr. Humbert, assuming that the
p'Udience was in the mill working
for promotions, gave the different
and essentials of obtaining
s, that he had learned from
thirty
ence in the mill.
He st
lie observance of the
"0olden Rule" in making a success
in the mill.
This lecture dealt
ly with the ways of making
'oye satisfied with living
conditions so as to be satisfied
6 mill, therefore getting more
luction.

CAPTA!NBASKETBALL
SEASON OF 1927
Carter Newman was elected captain of next year's basketball team
meeting of the squad recently.
He has played forward on the quintet for the past two years and with
this experience he is certain to
make an able leader.
Time and time again has Newman thrilled the spectators with
his long and spectacular shots from
the middle of the floor.
He is
especially noted for his speed. On
many occasions he has dribbled the
ball away from his opponents and
darted down the court for a goal.
Clemson should have a winning
next year with the material
coming
up from the
freshman
squad of last season to pick from.
Tigertown is looking forward to
Newman fo lead the basket ball
team through a successful vear.
—R. H. M.

Many state records fell before
the attack of South Carolina athletics last Saturday at the annual
track and field n^eet held at Clinton.
Furman finished first with
57 points to her credit, Clemson
followed secod with 49 1-2 points.
Presbyterian college was third with
24 1-2; Carolina fourth with 18
1-2; and Wofford trailed with 4
1-2.-

■

day.

-

len it came to individual
ing honors, were divided, three men
—Meeks
of Furman, O'Dell of
Clemson and H. Smith of Furman
—each making 13 points. Hammett
of Furman scored ten and Dave
Gaston of Carolina w - next with
eight. Roy and Mitchell o" Clemson each scored six.
Griffith of
Presbyterian won five points, as
did Cannon, Cullum and Newman,
all of Clemson.
The meet was a battle between
the two leading teams until the
final event had been completed,
both placing in ever,- event except
that Clemson failed in the discus.
Clemson opened auspiciousl". taking first place in the first two running events, the mile and the 440,
Furman getting third 'in the former
econd in th" latter. Clemson
'also took in the latter. Clemson
also took 4 1-2 in the 100 to Furman's 5. Turner coming in with
Kay of Wofford in a tie for third
place.
Furman however, seized
'first in the high hurdle's, Clemson
getting only third; second in the
pole vault, which Clemson won, and
second andthird in the shot, Clemh
only third, but in the nei
tKP $iscus. Furman °o' 7 p
' Clemson faield to place. The
two broke even in the 90" yn-rd
dash. Furman getting first and
Furman going ahead bv scoring
fjVfi noints in the low hurdles and
seven \n the javelin, -"-hi1" r Clemson got only one in ea<ih "" l both
tallied K in the broad jump.
Newman finished ahead in the
half to break his old stal
over a second. He covered the
me minute. 59.0 seconds. Rov a^so bettered his last
veers mark when he ran the 440 in
50.8 seconds. Ross O'Dell set a nsw
state record in the p^le va"lt of 12
fe°t 4 inches. This is the same
height which he went at the Te^h
relays in Atlatnta three weeks asro.
He did u<jt fall out at this h^sr-ht,
however./bnt could probahlv have
"•■one higher, but he tboiu
able no> to trv any more inn-ins
at this /ime. Cullum finished the
mile fo* a new state record.
(Otiitinued on Pa^p 3 1
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The Lady—"I want a muff."
Detective: "Can you give me a
The
Assistant — "Certainly, good description of your clerk who
madam. What fur?"
stole the money?"
The Lady—"What fur? To keep
Bank President:
"Well, I bemy 'ands warm, ye idiot."
lieve he's about five feet six inches
tall and about ?10,000 short."
First Cadet (sarcastically) : "You
would be at 'home in London."
Second Ditto: "Well, you've been IglHSHHIISISlISEll]!^
in the fog ever since I first saw
you."

PHOT

THINGS TO REMEMBER AT JUNIOR^—SENIOR
1 Be sure to get a seat, even if
your girl has to stand.
2. Don't encore the speakers, because they might think you mean
it.
3. Ask your girl if she eats that
much all' the time.
4 .Try to act natural.
5. See wihich piece of silverware
your girl is using then make a
dive for yowr's. You wont make a
mistake, because she is supposed
to be right.
6. Flirt with the girl next to
you because your girl will be doing
the same thing, only differently.
7. If you can't think of anything
to say, ask your girl to have something else to eat—then insist.
8. Ask your girl if she doesn't
think you were nice to ask heT up
for Junior-Senior. She will probably
say-yes. Tell her you expected her
to tell you sooner.
9. If you have anything that you
are dubious about eating tell your
girl to have some of yours—Then
observe.
10. If you see one of your friends
making a very serious break of
etequette, don't try to correct, him
but do the same thing and tell every
one around you how you noticed
every one doing the same thing at
Atlantic City last fall. Watch results.
11. If you drop your soup spoon
wait until the fellow next to you
is through then borrow his.
12. Tell your girl you are glad
she got to come because your best
girl had mumps and couldn't come.
13. If you want to attract attention get up on the table and
announce your candidacy for Governor in opposition to Dr. Daniel.

(Four freshman were teasing an
Irishman):
"Hey, Mike, did you
know the Devil is dead."
Mike (reaching in his pocket and
handing
each fresh
a dollar):
"Take this, me lads."
Four freshmen:
"What is this
for?"
Mike: "Oh, I'm always sorry for
2B5&B
orphans."
—Buccaneer.
The Irishman had ben posted to
keep guard over the entrance to a
One:
"How did the girls come
road which led to an old and unsafe bridge.
Presently a large out in the swimming meet?"
Another: "Wet."
touring car came along and Pat
held up his hand.
"Ode To A Rat."
"What's the matter?"
growled
•(As Sgt. Peck would write it)
the driver.
At that moment Pat recognized "Blessings on thee little rat,
him as the local magistrate. "Oh, You may be lean or you may be fat
it's yerself, yer honor!" said Pat If a corporal next year is your goal
You had better not put me in the
genially.
hole."
"Yes, it is!" was the snappy answer.
"It's all right then," returned the
Irishman, as he stepped politely out
of the way. "I've got orders not
to let traffic through because of HMHEHiSHHiaElKH^^
the rotten bridge, but, seeing as it's
yer honor, why, go right ahead,
sorr!"
—Wall Street Journal.
A Yankee from New England was
lounging on a park bench in London when a great excitement arose.
People rushed toward the street,
falling over each other in their
haste to get there. "What's it all
about?" asked the Yankee, starting
to get up.
"Mon, mon," cried a little man
rushing by him, "the king be cooming!"
"Thunderation!" said the Yankee,
settling back on the bench., "I
though it was a fire!"
—Country Gentleman
Teachee, teachee
All day long,
Nightie, markee papers,
Never sleepie,
No one kisse,
No one hugee
Poor old maide
No one lovee.
—Exchange.

Sharper—Say, stranger, would
It is said that a certain cadet. you like to buy the Brooklyn bridge
is so dumb that: he stood an ex- —at only $1000?
Sightseer—Nope, I ain't got the
amination for ignorance and failed.
money. I just bought the Statue
of Liberty for $500.
There was a young preacher
named Chester
"But are you a British subject?"
Who necked the sweet maid and
angrily demanded the official at
caressed her.
the passport office.
He mighty soon found
"My, yes—"
His method was sound
"But she
married a
FrenchSo he petted her, kissed her, and
man—"
blessed her.
"Yes."
"In Italy."
"Did you give your bootlegger
"Yes; but where were you born?"
something for Easter?"
"I was born on a ship flying
"You bet. Five dollars."
"And did he give you some- Spanish colors while she was lying
at anchor in Honolulu harbor, but
thing?"
my parents died in Brazil when I
"Sure—a quart of whiskey."
was only four years old, and I was
Scared Voice: What's coming off adopted by a Chinaman who brought
me up in Russia—"
here ?
"Well, he's—" hegan the officialGruff Voice:
You
ought
to
"He's a League of Nations!" exknow; you dressed yourself.
ploded the official who had first
James:
Do you rememiber that spoken.
nieht I kissed you and said I would
Little boy—"That lady gave me
love you always?"
some chocolates."
Jean: Yes, dear.
MotheT—'I hope you were polite
James: I was afraid you would.
about it?"
•—Parrakeet.
Little boy—"Yes, mother."
Mother—"What did you say."
Stewed:
Did you ever see me
Little Boy—"I said I wish pa had
before?
met her before he got acquainted
Also: No.
with you."
Stewed: Then how do you know
it's me?
He—"Are you cold, Ethel?"
—Frivol?
She—"Yes, Joe."
He—"Here's a blanket."
Co:
Oh Edward, why did you
turn out the Mte?'
Prof :
"What did you put those
Ed: I just wanted to see if my quotation marks at the 'beginning
cigprette was lit.
and end of that test paper for?"
Cadet: "I was quoting the man
'\My LoTd, where did you get that in front of me."
scar?"
"My Rose," -whispered Paul Aus"Poker."
tin as he pressed her soft cheek to
"Cheating?"
his."
"No, flirting with the, cook."
"My Cactus," she cried as she
Absent-minded businessman, after encountered the stubble.
kissing his wife—Now. dear I'll
A bachelor is a man who is
dir-tate a eounle of letters.
!*3UMW»' '>»-»- ^.n.ltr rtrto Tvoir of f»nlH

Aviator (ready for flight):
"How
would you
like to have
a hop in my aeroplane?"
Negro Boys:
"No, sail, I stays
on terrah firmah, and
de more
firm ah, de less terrah!"
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NEW SERVICE

STATION
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GASOLINE — OIL
Tires, Tubes, and Repairing
WASHING

AND

GREASING

Sinclair Gasoline and Mobile Oils
FREE AIR AND BATTERY SERVICE

SMITH'S SERVICE STATION
Will Appreciate Your Patronage

1
1

Coming to Clemson
WEDNESDAY,
MAY

THURSDAY, FRIDAY
19,

20,

21

Before "Lame Duck" Week
Complete Stock and Display
OF

YOUNG MEN'S CLOTHING
BY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

0. JONES CO
OF GREENVILLE, S. C.
TO BE DISPLAYED AT

HOKE SLOAN'S
/
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TIGER SET NEW RECORD
IX STATE MEET
(Continued from first Page)
The summary of the meet is as
follows:
.Mile run:
Cullum,
Clemson,
first; Roberts, Presbyterian,
second; W. Smith, Furman,
third;
Frierson, Carolina, fourth.
Time
4:46.5.
Shop put: Griffith, Presbyterian,
first; H. Smith, Furman, second;
S. Kzell.
Furman, third;
Roy,
Clemson, fourth. Distance, 40 feet
2 inches.
440 yard dash: Roy, Clemson,
first; Creamer, Furman,
second;
Jackson,
Presbyterian,
third;
Thomas, Carolina, fourth.
Time,
50.8 seconds.
100 yard dash; Hammett, Furman, first; Mitchell, Clemson, second; Turner of Clemson and Kay
Of Wofford
tied for third and
fourth, splitting the three points.
Time 10.4 seconds.
120 yard hurdles:
Meks, Furman, first; Timmons, Presbyterian,
second; Blakeley, Clemson, third
Hughs, Presbyterian, fourth. Time
16.1 seconds.
Pole vault:
O'Dell,
Clemson,
first; Jones, Furman, second; O3borne, Carolina, and Hughs. Presbyterian, tied for third and fourth.
Height 12 feet 4 inches.
High jump, Gaston Carolina,
first;
O'Deli, Clemson, second:
Beasley, Furman, third; Timmons,
Presbyterian,
fourth.
Height, 5
feet 10 inches.
Two mile run:
Cannon, Clemson. first; Rowe, Carolina, second;
Buie, Clemson, third; W. S. Smith.
Furman, fourth.
Time, 10.44.9.
Discus throw: Smith, Furman,
first; Jaskiewicz, Carolina, second;
Ezell, Furmian, third;
Ferguson,
Presbyterian, fourth. Distance, 129
feet 10 inches.
220 yard dash: Hamimett, Furman, first; Mitchell, Clemison, second: Turner, Clemson, third; Verner, Carolina, fourth. Time, 2 3.1
seconds.
220 yard low hurdles: Meeks,
Furman, first; Gaston, Carolina,
second: Rhame, Presbyterian, third;
Marehbanks, Clemson, fourth. Time,
25.9 seconds.
Javelin throw:
H. Smith, Furman, first; Wilson. Presbyterian,
second; Woodward, Furman, third;
Dupree, Clemson, fourth. Distance,
174 feet 7 inches.
Half mile run: Newman, Clemson, first: Hutchinson, Wofford,
second; Ezell, Furman, third; Grafton, Presbyterian,
fourth.
Time,
1:59.9 seconds.
Broad jump:
O'Dell, Clemson,
first:
Meeks,
Furman.
second;
Beasley. Furman. third;
Wilson,
Presbyterian, fourth. Distance, 20
feet 11 1-2 inches.
Mile relay race: Furman (Morgan. Ramsay, Haddock. Creamer^,
first.
Carolina
(Cooper,
Boyce,
Gaston, Thomas), second, No other
entries. Time, 3:35.4."

JACKETS NOSE OUT
IPLE NETMEN IN
On last Friday the netmen of
Tigertown invaded the hive of the
Yellowjackets
at Georgia Tech.
The matches were played at East
Lake Country Club.
The courts
were in excellent condition and the
weather was just right.
The Tigers loss was not due to
lack of form or erratic playing
but to the fact that the Tech men
were the better in the art. Tech
has always put out good tennis
teams which rank with the best
in the South. In Grant Tech has
a real star who knows how to
manipulate
the racket.
This is
shown by the fact that he defeated
Captain Heller by the score of 6love. In the singles Wiley seems
to have played best for Clemson
while in the doubles the combination of Mundy and Wiley did best
against the 'Jackets.
Summary of the matches. Heller lost to Grant 6-love.
Marvin
lost to Marry 6-1: 6-3.
Mundv
lost to Morton 6-2
Wiley lost
to Strickland 6-2: 6-4.
Doubles:
Heller and Marvin lost to Grant
Mid Marry 6-1: 6-2. Mundv and
Wiley lost to Wagner and Morton
1-6: '6-4; 6-4.
—,1. M. A.
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Y. M. G. A. NOTES
"The Religion of the Scientist"
At Veespers Sunday evening Dr.
F. H. H. Calhoun Tead a paper
"The Religion of the Scientist."
The main topic discussed by Dr.
Calhoun in his Paper were:
I. The Scientists God is a Greater
God.
He sees in the wind, the
rocks, the soil, the plants, the animals, and in all life the workings
of a great power known as the
Maker.
II. The scientist believes himself
to be a co-worker with God. Some
people have the false idea that
the Scientist is working against
God.
III. The Scientist has Faith plus.
The Scientist has come in closer
touch with God and has a strongar
faith than many who think that
they have faith.
IV. The Scientist is a truth seeker. The Scientist is continually
seeking to know more about the
great God who made this world.
He is not like the 'biologist who
worked practically all of his life
to classify the animals and when he
found one that did not fit. he
crushed it. to keep from changing
his work.
The Scientist
would
have done his work oveT because
it was wrong.
V. The Scientict works to prevent
waste. The Scientist is continually
trying to find a way to save the
things of this world.
VI. The Scientist believes in a
vital growing Religion.
This is
any eye opener to many wlio held
the wrong conception of the Scientist.

SENIOR TEXTILES
VISIT MILLS ON
INSPECTION TOUR
Monday, April 26, the men taking Senior Textile work at Clemson took a very interesting trip,
visiting, several mills of this section. The party left Clemson Monday and journeyed to PaTker High
School
at Greenville.
They inspected tJhe school and were well
pleased with the system used there,
by Wihich the boys and girls of the
mill district are being educated.
After inspecting the school they
went to Monaghan Mill and were
s'hown some new types of machines
in operation. At noon Mr. Spencer,
Southern Representative of Barber
Colman Company, entertained the
party at a luncheon at Parker High
School.

The afternoon was spent inspecting Dunean and Camperdown
Mills.
Tuesday the Southern Worsted,
Southern Bleaoners, and Lyman
Mills were
inspected;
then the
party motored to Ware Shoals, and
were shown
through the
mills
there.
Wednesday
the towel mill ait
Belton and the mills at Anderson
were visited.
Twenty-one boys accompanied by
Professors Gheatham, and Doggett,
Eaton, and M-cKenna made the trip
and were very much pleased with
the progress that the mills of this
section are making.

NEAR EAST ORPHAN
SPONSORED BY CADETS

BOX SCORES
CLEMSON
AB R H PO A E
Moore, cf
3 110 0 0
Hudgens. 2b
4 0 0 5 2 0
Martin, If
3 0 0 3 0 0
Milling, rf
4 0 i 0 0 0
Dunlap, ss
4 0 114 1
Eskew. lb
4 0 0 9 2 1
Abbott, 3b
3 0 112 1
McGill", c
2 0 0 5 2 1
Smith, p
2 0 0 0 10
Totals
P. C.
Bell, 3b __
Hunter, 2,b
Matheson. If
Wilson, ss
Williams, cf
Walker, p
McLaurin, rf
Wertz. lb
Jones, c

30 1 4 24 13 4
AB R H PO A E
4 0 10 3 0
4 0 2 12 1
3 0 12 0 0
4 114 6 0
4 113 10
4 110 10
3 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 12 0 1
'3 1 2 5-0 0

Totals
32 5 10 2713 2
Score by innings:
P. C. -_
050 000 OOx—5 10 2
Clemson
100 000 000—1 4 4
Two base hits, Hunter, Milling.
Sacrifice, Moore. Stolen bases, Martin. Abbott, Jones.
Double plays,
Williams and Wilson; Dunlap. Hudgens and Eskew. Base on balls, off
Walker 2. Smith 1.
Struck out,
by Walker 4. Smith 4. Hits, off
Smith 7 in four innings; long 3
in five innings.
Losing pitcher,
Smith. Umpire, Andy Bowen.

of the money given, and has been
highly successful so far.
The cost of providing for one
orphan is 5100.00 a yeaT.
This
amount provides
clothes,
food,
shelter, and an ordinary high school
education for the orphan.
There will be no direct communication between the orphan and the
sponsor, but the history and photograph of the boy or girl adopted
will be furnished, and semi-annual
report of the child's welfare during
the entire period of sponsorship—
five years.
The plan adopted by the cadets
to raise the money is for each
man to do wihtout one piece of
pie every two months. This small
sacrifice on the part of the cadets
will feed, clothe, and educate one
orphan.
In adopting this plan, Clemson
is falling in line with other colleges of the State. Similar plans
have been adopted by Converse,
Coker, Ashley Hall, and Fermata
Colleges, and the Columbia Theological Seminary.
—W. J. B.

Acting on the suggestion of the
Reverand Mr. Crouch, the Senior,
Junior, and Sophomore classes of
next year have voted to sponsor
the 'care of one of the Near East
orphans.
A plan has been developed iby the Near East Relief
A dashing young Romeo of the
organization whereby orphan child- Junior class is having quite a diffiren may be individually supported culty in finding a young lady to
by American sponsors. This plan escort to the Junior-Senior banquet
insures the most economical use and dance.
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PROM

is Here, and Commencement is Nearly Here.
will need White Duck Trousers.

a\mm NINE BOWS
TO PRESBYTERIANS
LOSINGJAME 5 T01
After having a prefect week during the week before, the Tiger baseball nine lost a game to the P. C.
Bluestockings in Laurens Wednesday by the score of 5 to 1. P. C.
made all of her runs in one inning,
those being in the fifth. Clemson
counted in the first Inning, however, but, was never able to register
again.
Lefty Smith 'pitched good ball for
the Tigers until the fifth inning
when he was relieved by Long who
pitched excellent ball during the
remainder of the contest.
Hudgens, the first man up for the
tgers, hit to center. Mooire sacrificed (him a base on balls, and a
double by Milling scored him. Clemson never could bunch her hits
enough to make another tally. Abbot secured a hat in three tries
at bait.
The result of this game makes
P. C. and Clemson break even for
this season.
In the other game
which was played early in the
spring, the Tigers emerged victorious over the Bluestockings in 10
innings of good base iball.

THREH

You

I have them all

sizes with Wide Bottoms: 20, 22, and 24 inches.
FINEST WIDE DANCE SASHES—$1.50
Linen Suits with Knickers or Two pair Pants—Just
what will be worn this season.

HOKE SLOAN
An old Clemson Man in Business at Clemson
and 100 Percent for Clemson
Watch for the Display of Clothing at This Store
Soon, by the J. O. JONES CO., of Greenville
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The same Pen and Price as

Choose your Color, Choose your
Size, Choose your Point
Extra-Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad
Stub or Oblique
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Get everything you want
and get it in this Classic
of Pens with Point guaranteed for 25-years.
Good pen counters
have it for you to try.
Stop at the nearest.

T
T
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t'.ie 'Parker cDuofold
in Lacquer-red, Black-tipped

$5 <™d p

THE PARKER PEN COMPANY

(~~\

Duofold Pencils to matchthe Pens:
Lady,$3i Ooer-sizejr.,$3.50;
"Big Brother" Ooer-size, $4
Factory and General Offices
JANESVILLE.W1S.
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MOTHER'S DAY CANDY
A STOCK OF MOTHER'S DAY CANDY, in appropriately designed boxes, has arrived for Mother's
Day, May 9th.
— ALSO —

t
T

t
t
tT
T

A NEW AND COMPLETE LINE OF CLEMSON
SEAL JEWELRY AND NOVELTIES
WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

L. C. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
FOUNTAIN PENS
PENNANTS

COLLEGE SUPPLIES

JEWELRY

f
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STATIONERY

WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR JEWELRY
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"HE

ROARS

FOR

CLEMSON"

Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
Subscription, $1.50 the year.
Advertising rates on request

dents into a large university with an enrollment of fourteen
hundred. During his regime the University has grown in other
directions than enrollment, and it is indeed unfortunate that
he was forced to leave the work he has done so well. He
was head of the institution during its most successful period,
and at his death the University was continuing in great strides.
The state has indeed lost a valuable and patriotic servant.
few are woTking for a bigger and
a better Clemson, the rest are
FOR A BIGGER AND
idling their time away without
BETTER CLEMSON even inquiring or grunting to help-

Tigers, you who are wishing for
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, a bigger and a better Clemson—
South Carolina.
who love progress and cloan moral
growths but are willing to let
EDITORIAL, STAFF
others do most of the work,—
J. K. AVENT
_
__
_
Editor-in-Chief did you ever hear the story of
L. M. HEARD
|
King John and the men of Gothan?
Associate Editors
It is said that as the King apA. C. LINK
{
proached
a certain
village, he
T. F. ACKER
__
... Feature Editor
found a large stone directly in his
R. H. MITCHELL
__
Athletic Editor
path.
One man was trying with
G. F. KLUGH
Associate Athletic Editors
might and main to remove the
J. M. ATKINSON
obstacle from the road, while his
R. O. PICKENS
—
Social Editor
neighbors were
standing
about
C. E. BRITT
Club News Editor
twisting
their bodies
into the
J. W. WILLIAMSON __
_..!
Y. M. C. A. Editor
strangest sorts of contortions and
J. A. MILLING _
_
Joke Editor
at the same time 'muttering inarticulate sounds.
The King found
M. B. FARRAR
I
Associate Joke Editors
on demanding an explanation, that
J. N. HELLER
their foolish plan was this: while
Chairman Reporters Club
J. KERSHAW
the one man was doing the work,
H. M. ALLISON
the others were supposed to be
W. J. BROGDON
Staff Reporters
helping him by grunting and twistM. W. CAMBELL
ing their bodies;.
This foolish
W. N. MARTIN
plan can be applied to most of
us Clemson Cadets. While a very
BUSINESS
Business Manager
D. H. ROSS
J. R. RUTLEDGE
Associate Business Managers
A. P. WYLIE
CIRCULATION
R. H. GARRISON
Circulation Manager
T. F. COOLEY
Associate Circulation Managers
H. E. STOPPELBEIN

Some seem not interested enough
to inquire what the others are doing in the way of bettering the
life at Clemson.
There is talk now of putting in
a lake at Clemson.
To get this
lake, will not only require talk,
but will require the concerted effort
of every Clemson
Tiger
Think what a lake here will mean
in bettering life at Clemson.
It
will mean more visitors to sing
the ipraise of the College.
Let's
put this project over. Let's don't
stand grunting and idling.
Let's
put our shoulders to the wheel and
give a shove. Every Tiger wishes
a bigger and 'better Clemson. There
is a concerted desire but a concerted effort is entirely lacking.
If we want Clemson to flourish,
want growth, earnestness and progress, let's quit being a grunter,
let's be a pusher and a puller and
many of the obstacles that hinder
the progress of Clemson will be
removed.

CIVILS

HEAR
PROFESSOR

AULL

The local chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers held
a very important meeting in Prof.
E. L. Clarke's classroom Tuesday
evening.
TTie speakers
for the
evening was Prof. W. A. AuM of
the ba-cteria division. A large attendance enjoyed the program very
much.
The subject of the talk was
"Bacteria and Its Relation to Civil
Engineering." Prof. Aull began his
lecture by giving a general description of bacteria and how small
bacteria is, and then describing
how very important the subject of
bacteriology is to civil engineers
in reference to water supplies and
sewage disposal plants.
After the talk tlhe society adjourned.
—E. T. M.

*
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A ihard
chap walked
into a
squeakeasy joint out in Arkansas
and asked what the bartender had
to drink.
"We've got Scotch, rye, and carbolic acid," was the reply.
"Give me a slug of the acid," he
said.
He gulped half a tumbler down
without batting an eye.
"Ge, but you're hard," ventured
fhe bartender.
"Me? Hard? A gang of tough
birds just drove three of us sissies
away from Clemson."

EDITORIAL
MOTHER
Tender, gentle, brave and true
Loving us whate'er we do;
Waiting, watching by the gate
For the footsteps that are late,
Sleepless through the hours of night
Till she knows that we're all right
Pleased with every word we say—
That is every mother's way.
Not enough for her are flowers,
Her life is so blent with ours
That in all we dare and do
She is partner, through and through;
Suffering when we suffer pain,
Happy when we smile again,
Living with us night and day—
That is every motheer's way.
—Edgar A. Guest.
Could the poet have drawn a more beautiful picture of the
tender, gentle, loving mother who thinks of us ever, who is
partner with us in joys and sorrows, and who prays ever for
our welfare? Can we show our love for- our mothers in a
better way than by setting apart one day out of the year as
Mother's Day. The second Sunday in May is the day set for
the celebration of Mothers Day the country over. This year
at Clemson a new plan for Mother's Day is to be carried out.
This is to have every boy's mother who can come to Clemson
on that day to visit her son on the campus. This plan is heartily endorsed by the churches and the ladies of the campus
among the students with the request that they send them
home at once and urge their mothers to come to Clemson next
Sunday. Send those invitations home right away, fellows, and
have mother come up here for Mother's Day. Help make
this new plan a success. Have mother as your guest at your
college for a day. Let's do this thing up big. She is always
sacrificing for us. Let's show our appreciation.
A PATRIOTIC SERVANT
Clemson and South Carolina join the students and faculty
of the University of South Carolina in mourning the loss of so
worthy a gentleman, so loyal a citizen and so great a teacher
as Dr. W. D. Melton, president of the University. Coming to
the presidency in 1922, Dr. Melton devoted the last four years
of his life to the buildv g of a bigger and better University
in the state he loved so well. Under his guidance the institution has grown from i small college of about five hundred stu-

• *1

Crows
In a field in sunny Spain stands a stone mortar.
Crows hover around it, picking up bits of grain and
chaff—cawing.
Here Marcheta, in the fresh beauty of her youth,
will come to pound maize. For years she will pound
maize. The stone will stand up under the blows;
not a dent has the muscle of three generations of
women made upon it. But the crows will hurl their
black gibes upon a woman aging early and bent
with toil. Old Marcheta—still in her thirties.
Electricity, which can release
woman from her burdens, has
already created a revolution in
American industry. Wherever
mankind labors, General
Electric motors can be found
carrying loads, driving machinery and saving time and labor.
And there is no branch of electrical development today to
which General Electric has not
made important contributions.
A series of G-E advertisements
showing what electricity is
doing in many fields will be
sent on request. Ask for booklet GEK-1.

The American woman does not pound
she still beats carpet; she still pounds
still pumps water. She exhausts her
tasks which electricity can do better,
the time.

maize. But
clothes; she
strength in
and in half

The high ideals of a community mean little where
woman is still doomed to drudgery. But the miracles which electricity already has performed
indicate but a fraction of the vast possibilities for
better living and the tremendous opportunities
which the future developments in electricity will
hold for the college man and woman.

* 'I
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MYERS-CARPENTER WEDDING ONE OF MOST
POPULAR EVER PERFORMED AT GLEMSON
INDIANS WIN OVER
USERS BY SHUT OUT
IN NINTH INNING

Faculty Womanless Wedding
The Most Brilliant Affair
of Its Kind

A wedding of interest to Clemson people was celebrated Friday
evening at 7:30 in the college
chapel. In the presence of a host
of friends, Miss Penelope Oarpen
ter was
given to Mr.
Lucien
Meyers.
The ceremony was performed by the Right Reverend Prep
Bradley.
The stage was beautifully decorated with evergreens and
dogwood blossoms and the vows
were given beneath an arch of
evergreen from which were suspended white wedding bells.
The blushing bride was attired in
an exqusite gown of white canvas
>and her slender figure was set
off to advantage by a long veil
of c'hartreuse.
Carrying a boquet
of jack-in-the-pulpits, she came in
on the arm of Major Martin who
gave her away.
The maid of
honor,
Miss Peggy
Durant was
gowned in etoile de joy and bore
a boquet of trumpet vines.
The bridesmaids were dressed in
frocks of pastel shades with picture 'hats to match.
Miss Maria
McAllister wore an oohid colored
gown which showed off her lithe
figure to perfection.
She came
in with Mr. Parker.
Mr. Ben
Freeman brought in Miss Mary
Peck who was charmingly dressed
in 'heliotrope.
Miss Lilly Hunter
came in with Mr. Shubert and
wore a quaint early American costume which caused her to bear a
slight resemblance to Pocahontus.
Miss Fannie Sue Foy dressed in
cerise came in with Mr. Jack Mitchell.
Miss Virginia Littlejohn in
'lavender came in on the arm of
Mr. Barre.
The bride's mother, Mrs. Maraduke Eaton, wore an early Empire
creation of black and yellow. Miss
Diana Earle, aunt of the bride was
elegantly attired in dark blue with
jet beads.
The flower girls were Sugar
Baby Morgan and Nellie Sue Marshall.
Little Sugar Baby Morgan
showed
off "her willowy
figure
from a pink frock, and ones fingers
could scarcely refrain from playing with her flaxen curls.
Big
Boy Robinson was tfae ring-bearer.
Before the ceremony a pretty
exhibition of the Charleston was
perpetrated by Mr. Bill Parker and
Miss Terpsichore Miley after which
a group of songs were renedered
by the Johnson sisters and Mr. Bob
Sloan. Miss Rebekah Johnson sang
in a sympathetic manner "A Perfect
Day" while her sister, Miss Ariadne
Johnson, who made a thoro and
complete toilet on the stage, sang
"O Promise Me" with a vast deal
of feeling.
Mr. Bob Sloan, the
bride's brother sang "Because" in
a splendid voice.
The ushers were Messers An 11
and Vaughn.
Among the out of
town visitors were Mrs. Marmaduke Eaton of Horse Meadows and
Miss Diana Earle of Lewis' Turn
Out.
Mr. Rav Lane had started
out for the wedding- but he met a
friend between the hotel and chapel
and 'before he had completed his
chat, the services were over.
Many of the guests expressed regret that no refreshments
were
served.

Lefty Smith Pitches Splendid
Ball to Lose by Errors in
Last Frame
The Newberry Indians blanked
the Clemson Tigers in a fast game
of base ball on Rigg's field last
Monday by the score of 2 to 0.
The Tigers played jam-up ball until the ninth inning when they
loosened, letting Newberry
push
over two runs.
Lefty
Smith pitched
a good
game, allowing only four hits and
striking out twelve of the opposing batters.
Clemson (had three
•men on base twice, (but failed to
score.
In the fourth inning the Tigers
threatened to score when Dunlap
walked and was pushed to third
by Herron's double. Hendee walked, filling the bases. They were
not able to push over a score because Abbot knocked a fly to infield for the third out.
They made another attempt to
tally in the seventh when Moore
and Eskew got hits, but Herron
flied out to first and this ended
the inninjy.
In the ninth. Sherman of the Indians, obtained a hit from Lefty
Smith's delivery and scored on
Taylor's triple. Clemson attempted
to catch Sheman at the plate and
made a wild throw which gave
Taylor an opportunity to score, and
he immediately took advantage "of
this chance.
BOX SCORES
CLEMSON
AB R H PO A E
Hudgens, 2b
4 0 0 3 11
Mioore, cf __
4 0 12 0 0
Eskew. lb .."
4 0 2 7 0 0
Herron, If
4 0 2 10 0
Dunlap, s-,
3 0 0 110
Felder, rf
1 0 0 0 C 0
Abbott, 3b .... 3 0 110 0
MeGill, c
3 0 0 12 0 1
Smith, p
_. 3 0 0 0 3 0
Hendee. rf
10 0 0 0 0
xMilKng, _10 0 0 0 0
xxMartin,
10 0 0 0 0
Totals
32 0 627
NEWBERRY AB R H PO
Hedgepath, c ... 4 0 0 4
Speerman, rf
4 12 2
Taylor, 2b
4 112
Lomar, cf
4 0 0 0
Eleazer, 3b
3 0 0 4
Wheeler, lb
3 0 0 9
Hudgens, ss
3 0 13
Ooleman, If
3 0 0 3
Haley, p
— 3 0 0 0
Totals

_ 35

2

4 27

A canvasser for a magazine house
wanted
to talk;
therefore, the
chairman gave him the floor, and walked to the door of a prospect
such an oration as he gave had and knocked. A colored maid annever been heard in this vicinity swered.
Canvasser: "Is the lady of the
before.
Ben surely deserves the
B. S. degree. After this very touch- house in?"
Maid: "She's takin' a bath, suh!"
ing talk, which was addressed to
Canvasser: "I'd like to see her."
Prof. Carpenter, the orator, speakMaid
(grinning): "I'se
speck
ing in behalf of his fellow-members, presented
Prof.
Carpenter you would, white man."
with a beautiful watch. Prof. Carpenter was then given the floor,
Old Lady—Usher, where is my
.MECHANICAL ENGINEERS PRE- and he expressed his deep apprecia- seat?
tion to the society members for
Usher—On the end of U. madam.
SENT WATCH TO PROF.
their thoughtfulness.
Old Lady—How dare you, sir!
CARPENTER
There was very little business
to be attended to, and after a
Prof: "Give me a sentence with
The A. S. IM. E. and Heat- and few humorous talks were given, the word 'seldom'."
Vent Club held a joint meeting the meeting adjourned.
"Abie": "Vel, if you and me haf
in the Engineering Building Mona store and some customers come
day night.
The interest of all
An insurance man came to Clem- in, we would seldom anything ve
was aroused when foot-steps, which
son
to sell life insurance.
He got."
sounded like those of Chief Allison,
introduced
himself
to
Professor
were heard outside of the door.
He: "What I say goes."
Then he listened to
This person, however, was none Carpenter.
She:
"Then come over to my
other than Ben Martin. Ben, who "Red" talk for twenty minutes
is unusually handsome, attracts at- I without getting in a word himself. house and say, 'Ford'."
tention wherever he goes, but on
this occasion he held more interest
than usual, for his full-dress suit
was very, becoming to him>.
His
dancingr pumps which proved to be
hobnails, were the cause of the
More than 450 courses in History, English, Mathematics, Chemistry,
heavy foot-steps. It is not known
Zoology, Modern Languages, Economics, Philosophy, Sociology, etc.,
why he wore the hobnails, but it
are given by correspondence. Learn how the credit they yield may
is thought by some that, sincn
be applied on your college program. Catalog describing courses fully,
his favorite sport is drilling, he had
furnished on request. Write today.
probably passed a few hours away
on the parade ground just before
the meeting. Ben is always quiet,
95 ELLIS HALL
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
'having very little to say, but at
this time it was noticed that he

xBatted for Hendee in 9th.
xxBatted for Hudgens in 9th.
Score by innings:
Clemson
000 000 000—0
Newberry
000 000 002—2
Two base 'hits, Herron; strike
outs, Smith 12, Haley 2; base on
balls, Haley
2; triples,
Taylor.
Umpire, Galloway.
—R. H. M.

Get Extra Credits at Home
£fje ^Hnibensttp of Chicago

When it's a rainy
night—and with three crafty
bridge players your luck
is running wild

5 2
A E
1 0
0 0
0 1
10
3 0
0 0
2 0
0 0
2 0
»

—have a Camel!
WHEN the dark skies are
pouring rain outside.
And fickle fate deals you
hands at bridge that you
play with consummate
skill—have a Camel!

1

For Camel is the silent
partner that helps every
deserving player win his
game. Camels never hurt
or tire the taste, never
leave a trace of cigaretty
after-taste. Regardless of
the gold you spend,
you'll never get choicer
tobaccos than those
rolled into Camels.

Look for
it on the
dealer's
counter

So this evening as you
ply your unerring skill,
evoke then the mellowest fragrance that ever
came from a cigarette.

Annual Reception Given By
President

to

Be

May

14

Have a Camel!
The annual reception given by
the President and his wife to the
Senior Class and all faculty members and officers of the college, and
also to residents of the campus is
to be held at the home of Dr
E. W. Sikes, Friday evening- May
14
The following invitation has
been sent to members of the Senior Class and people of the community:
President and Mrs. Enoch W. Sikes
At Home
Friday Evening, May fourteenth
Eight-Thirty O'clock
The Senior Class.

WRIGLEYS
mm*. mAW
More
Wi

B I mf <WL

■ • B IV*

lor your
money

Camels represent the utmost in cigarette quality. The
choicest of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos are blended into
Camels by master blenders and the finest of French cigarette
paper is made especially for them. Into this one brand is
concentrated all of the knowledge, all of the skill of the
world's largest organization of expert tobacco men.

and

the best Peppermint
Chewing 8weet for
1
any money
OlftM

Our highest wish, if you
do not yet know Camel
quality, is that you try
them. We invite you_ to
compare Camels with
any cigarette made at
any price.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company
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GUBS MEET FIRST
DEFEAT AT HANDS
DF ERSKINE FROSH
Young Seceders by Timely
Hitting, Down Baby Tigers
By 4 to 3 Count
After winning nine games in a
row, the Clemson Cubs dropped a \
hard fought contest to the Erskine I
Frosh here last Tuesday by the i
score of 4 to 3.
The young Seceders by virture of their timely !
hitting in the early innings, ob-I
tained a lead that could no.t be
overcome by the Tiger Cubs. Gettys, a lefthander wiho was o,n the
mound for Erskine, held the young
Tigers to five hits.
He seemed
very effective in the pinches, but
was almost forced to give up the
ghost in the ninth inning.
Two
men were out, MciMilllan, Coleman
hit. and Williams walked which
loaded the bases.
Two strikes
and three balls were called on
Fred Pearman.
The next was a
strike and Pearman struck and
missed, thus ending the contest.
S"> Er3kine did not take the game
without fighting, for it sure takes
fight to stop a Cub rally.
Sexton, who started in the box
for Clemson, retired in favor of
Dean Pearman in the fifth.
Dean
held the young Seceders scoreless until the end of the game
allowing only one hit.
The Cubs scored in the first,
fifth,
and seventh innings, but
were unable to put across more
than one run each time. Williams,
the Cu'bs snappy little third baseman, performed well with the stick.
Hindman,
Erskine right field°r.
slammed a beautiful homer in the
fifth inning.
He also got a single.
BOX SCORES
CXtEMSON
AB R H PO A F,
Coleman, 2ib .... 5
0
12
12
Williams, 3b ... 5
0
2
2
3
0
Pearman, F. c 5
1
0 in
0
0
Pearman, D cf,'p...4
0
0
0
2
0
Tatum, rf
2
0
0
0
0
0
Sexton, p.cf .... 4
0
0
12
0
Player, If
4
1110
0
Moorer, lb
3
0
0
7
0
1
Barry, as
3
112
10
Hoover, rf
'200000
xMeMillian. __100000

a

CAMPUS NOTES

from

Dr. Sikes has returned from an
extended visit North, where he was
a guest of the Clemson Alumni.

Mrs. Ralph Ramseur entertained
the Wednesday Bridge Club with a
very delightful meeting in Newry.
Mr.
a very
nesday
ed by
pus.

Dr. Daniels has returned
short trip to Davidson.

Mrs. Hoke and Winslow Sloan
were at home from four to six
Thursday
afternoon in
honor of
Mrs. Andrews, of Ope'lika, Ala.

and Mrs. Holtzendorff gave
enjoyable dinner party Wedevening which was attendtheir friends on the cam-

Mrs. D. W. Watkins and Mrs.
Patrick spent last week end in
Hartsville, Ga.

. Mrs. Sikes and Mrs. Daniels attended the track meet in Clinton,
Saturday.
The Women's Music Club gave
a comedy entitled "The Woman less Wedding" in the college chapel
Friday night, for the benefit of a
scholarship fund.

Mrs.
Rhodes
entertained
the
Ladies Auxiliary with a birthday
party Monday afternoon. The gifts
will endow a choir of Bible in the
Oklahoma Presbyterian College.
Capt. Harcombe will entertain
the Mothers of the cadets with a
dinner Sunday.
Mrs. Eaton was hostess at a
bridge party Thursday
afternoon.
Delicious cakes and ices were served.
Mrs. O. R. Cole gave a delightful May Day party for the Brownie
troup.

Mrs. C. C. Newman entertained
with a very delightful dinner party
Friday evening in honor of the
Clemson Basketball squad.

The Thursday Bridge Club convened with Mrs. Musser.

Dr. and Mrs. Sikes will give
the annual reception in honor of
the senior class May 14th.

Miss Beth Harcombe gave a very
delightful party in honor of her
guest Miss Bridell, of New York.

38

5 24

xBatted for Barry in the ninth.
ERSKINE
AB R H PO A ' E
2
0
2 0
Hindman, rf
5 1
0
1
2
3 3
Gettys. ss
5
0
0
0
0 0
Barkley, F. lb ...5
0
8
0 0
Smith, c
4 1
0
1
0
3
0
Barkley, H. cf.4
2
2 1
Philips, 3b
4 0 1
0
1
0 0
White, If
4 0
2 1
0 3
Pressley, 2 b
4 0
0
1
0
2
Gettys, J. T)
4 0
Totals
39
4
7 27
8
3
Score by innings:
Clemson
100 010 100—3
Erskine
100 210 000—4
—G. F. K.

tell from the Campus
T„,

. HIS is a plain tale of a regular, every-

day American undergraduate—an engineer
from the University of Cincinnati, with a

it the man in the pilot house controls his
vessel as easily and surely as the driver of

college record much like that of thousands

an automobile.
Also, this system uses
about one!- third the fuel of the ordinary

of other students.

"I'm the popular professor of the
,
Univeristee,
And I'm known among the students for my personalitee.
When my lectures are concluded
loud applause is always heard.
T infer such popularity must surely
be deserved.
Of the class om the campus, none's
a fifth as large as mine
—Which proves that all the virtues
of five teachers I combine
"If a popular professor you have
any wish to be
(The method is quite simple'), take
these formulae from me:
Dismiss five minutes early and arrive five minutes late:
Have your hair made sleek and
curly, and wear clothes right
up-to-date
Tell the class about your tennis
games and pastimes energetic.
Or any other applesauce to make
you seem athletic:
Be ready to emit a joke at slightest provocation.
But. mever to the subject let it
have the least relation.
"All these precepts closelv follow.
and I'll guarante you'll be
The most ponular professor of the
universitee."
—Nothwestern Universitv
Scrawl.

steamship—an enormous saving in dollars,

basketball. He caught on the baseball team.

cargo space and weight.

When Cincinnati won at football, he celebrated with the rest.

For a year he super-

today—70 per. cent are Westinghouse.

was president of the Engineering Tribunal,
the student governing body.

w. E. THAU

In a word,

he did the things well, that college students
everywhere like to do.

Of all. the Diesel-

electric marine installations in the world

vised the student cooperative bookshop. He

£7T The question is sometimes asked:

Thau and his associates determine how
practical is each application proposed. They
diagnose each customer's needs. They
prescribe the right Westinghouse equipment.

to undertake at Westinghouse—there wasn't

^-\ Where do young men get when they
enter a large industrial organization?

a clue.

Have they opportunity to exercise creative

and Colorado," the Marine Section was

talents?

on the job to install turbine electric drives,
which helped to make these warcraft the

But of the specialization which he was

The case of W. £. Thau is another
example of unforeseen opportunities afforded
by such an organization to a man with a

Seng r>t' the Popular Professor

"Didn't I see you going down
the street the other day with an
apple in your hand?"
"Quite so, old chap. I was going
to call on the doctor's wife."—
B. H. S. Torch.

YcOU can't always

He got a kick out of playing varsity
Totals

The University of Pennsylvania
eight-orared
crew is
considering
taking part in the English Henly
regatta July 2, and time permitting,
they will enter the German Regatta at Hamburg, July 11 and '32.
The Institute of
International
Education announces a nunvber of
scholarships for the year 19201927, offered to American students
by the Following French unvirsities: Paris, Bordeaux, Lyons, Strasbourg, Tollouse, Grenoble, and by
the Ecol Normale Superieure de
Servres.

healthy aptitude for getting things done.

Or are they forced into narrow

grooves?
This series of advertisements throws light
on these questions.

Each advertisement

For instance, when the Government sent
word: "Electrify the battleships Tennessee

most powerful

units

in

the

National

Defense.

men, he entered the General Engineering
Department.
Later he became Engineer

takes up the record of a college man who
came with the Westinghouse Company

want to load these lumber-cargo carriers

within the last

electrically.

in Charge of the Marine Section, handling

graduation.

After the usual training given college

all marine and government application jobs.
That was six years ago.

ten years or so, after

Or the Clyde Steamship Linesays: "We .
How can we do it?

What

will it cost?" Thau must figure to a fine
point the exact requirements.
Thus does the Westinghouse application

Within Thau's time, the Diesel-electric

engineer combine commercial and engineer-

drive has come to be the most advanced

ing sense to advance the interests of the

method of ship propulsion.

customer being served.

By means of

Westinghouse

f
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MEMORIAL

TO

THE TIGER
WALTER

CAMP

College men,— undergraduates
and alumni alike,—have been enthusiastic
in their
endorsement
of the plans just announced for
the erection of a suitable notional
memorial to the late Walter Camp,
whose fame as 'the "Father of
American Football" is secure on
every campus in the United States
Under arrangements
completed
by the National Collegiate Athletic
Association, working in close cooperation with
Yale University,
the Walter Camp Memorial is to be
a tribute not from Yale alumni
■alone, but from every university,
college and
preparatory
school
where football is now played. The
memorial is to take the form of
a monumental gateway at the entrance to the Yale Athletic Fields
at New Haven, which are to be
renamed Walter Camp Fields in
his honor by the Yale Corporation.
Plans for this unique undertaking, which will be the first time
in history that all American colleges iiave been comJbined in a
joint campaign, call for the participation of 458 colleges. Scores of
"prep" schools will also have a
part in raising the money for the
memorial.
Upon bronze
tablets
set into the walls flanking the
gateway will appear, grouped by
states, the names of all universities, colleges, and schools which
have contributed to the memorial.
The memorial gateway, together
with the imposing approach and
enclosure,
has been designed by
John W. Gross, Yale 1900, of
New York.
Architectural
drawings were approved last week by
the Yale Corporation.
The cost
will be approximately §3000,000.
Half of this amount is to be subscribed by Yale alumni and the remaining half raised by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association of
colleges, and preparatory schools,
behalf of all the other unversities,
In commenting on the significance of the proposed memorial,
President James R. Angell of Yale
said:
"Walter
Camp was
an outstanding figure at Yale and in
the nation. He was a strong factor
in building up our athletic policy,
and through his personal character
exerted a splendid influence in
developing a spirit of sound sportmanship among young men here
elsewhere.
Yale had planned to
erect a memorial to Walter Camp,
but was more than gratified when

other institutions manifested a desire to participate in a tribute to
nis memory. The present plan will
provide a national memorial to a
national figure."
The Walter Camp Fields
are
located on the outskirts of New
Haven about a mile distant from
Yale University. They occupy an
elevated plateau with D«r>,/ Avenue, the main highway from New
Haven, bisecting the Fields about
their center.
The character of
the terrain lends itself wonderfully to the type of memorial decided upon. On the north side of
Derby Avenue are what are known
as the North Fields in which are
located the Football Bowl, the Club
House, and the Tennis Courts; on
the south side are wiiat are known
as the South Fields in which are
located the. Baseball Diamond and
the Cinder Track.
Entrances to
the north and south fields from
Derby Avenue are about the center of the plateau.
The plan is to convert that part
of Derby Avenue where it crosses
the elevated ground and separates
the north from the south fields into an ornamental mall.
In front
of the entrances for a distance of
one hundred and twenty feet Derby
Avenue will be widened. At the
entrance to the north field directly
in front of the Yale Bowl will be
erected a lofty massive stone archway 110 feet in width and 4 6 feet
in height.
Over the arched entrance the inscription " Walter
Camp Fields" will be carved in
stone. Extending from this massive arch to the brow of the elevated ground on either side for a
distance of 400 feet will be a
low ornamental
stone wall
in
keeping with the character of the
massive arched entrance.
Similar treatment for the entrance to the south fields on the
other side of Derby Avenue may
be carried out at a later date
by Yale University at its own expense.
The committee appointed by the
National Collegiate
Athletic Association has undertaken to raise
one half of the amount estimated
+o be required to erect the WALTER
CAMP
MEMORIAL.
The
campaign will afford an opportunity to every university and college
in the country to participate in
the memorial to the memory of
f
• he man who did so much to raakp
American Football what it is today.

Fix 'Em Up
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HAVE THOSE COATS AND TROUSERS

•

NINCOMPOOP CLUB PLEDGES
TWO NEW MEMBERS

Two popular members of the
Junior class were recently admitted
to the exclusive -order of the Nincompoops, following their completion of requirements for membership in this select club.
"Rosy"
and "Bill",
the two
neophytes,
while on week end leave last week
proved themselves worthy of the
honor bestowed unon them, and immediately upon their return to college were met and welcomed to the
ranks of the Nincompoops. While
not yet a large organization, the
brothers rejoice over the fact that
Instead of the regular meeting their numbers are increasing. They
Thursday night, the Dairy Club expect to take in several more new
enjoyed a 'banquet in Star at the members after Junior-Senior.
"Pruitt House". The banquet was
a stag affair, presidedover by the
Southwick—I'm sorry I ran over
"Woman Hater",
"Nig"
Paulin. your hen. Would a dollar make It
"Nig" acted very wisely when he right?
suggested
that no
speeches be
Farmer—Wall, better make it
made, for who can make a speech two.
I have a rooster that was
after such a meal as is served at miglitly fond of that hen, and the
this famous place?
shock niight kill him, too.

Weather—-fair and warmer!
Palm Beach—cool and fairer!

^

Have your dealer show you those marvelous
1926 patterns ... They're simply a one*round
knockout for smartness and style!
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TIGER PRESSING CLUB AND SHOE SHOP
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Stunning new Diamond Weaves, overplaids,
college wales, stripes and herringbones!
Handsome enough to make fine imported
worsted jealous! All colors! Light and dark.
THE

PALM

BEACH

MILLS

GOODALL
WORSTED
CO.,
SANFORD, ME.
Selling Agent: A. Rohaut, 229 Fourth Avenue, New York City

JOHN C. GALH3UN
HOTEL

i)

and

SophorS

i Wells:
kip's you."
Tones:
not that woolen

""Your husband «J
looking head. I supS

prn«(i'r"illi- nvnp-;
"Sh-h-h! IT
." n 'tiling."

Look for this label. It is sewn in
every genuine Palm Beach Suit.

ANDERSON, S. C.

And see those Palm Beach linenlike shades
that outlook, outwear, outwash linen I

I

125 Rooms

100 Baths

Excellent Cuisine

SEVEN

The occasion did not prove to be
an eating contest, but if a medal
had been offered, it is felt sure
that
Prof. Goodale would have
won. There is a rumor that Dr.
Calhoun and Capt. Oberg are the
giggest eaters on the campus, but
they will have to go some to get
even honorable mention.

NOTHING could be "fairer" than the
economy of Palm Beach . . . Just as
nothing could be cooler than its comfort or
longer than its wear!

FOR THE BIG BANQUET AND DANCE FRIDAY.
1
H
R
1

The junior and senioor entomology students enjoyed a stag picnic
given by the entomology professors
Wednesday night. The part left for
the river at four o'clock.
The
first two hours were spent in fishing, but the fish were not biting
very well that evening and supper
had to be looked for from another
source. When it became dark, a
large camp-fire was started, and
it was not long before the river
bottoms were filled with essence
of roasted weenies and
toasted
marshmallows.
Along
with the
picnic dinner lemonade was served.
A few games were played after
supper.
The camp-fire was very
inviting for story telling, and an
enjoyable hour passed while the
listeners sat around the fire very
attentively. The cadets had to be
back in barracks by ten o'clock, so
the evening jaunt came to an early
end.
Those present were: Prof. Sherman, Prof. Eddy, Prof. Anderson,
all of the Entomology department,
Mr. Burley and Mr. Pepper of the
experimental division, and cadets
W. A. Farmer, W. A. Shands, L.
C. McAllister, W. T. Hennery, F.
Shermar*, W. L. Baker, O. R. Reid,
G. E. Hudson, and W. C. Maxwell.

The Palmetto Literary Society
held its regular meeting on Friday
evening. The query for debate was
Resolved:
that college athletes
should not be allowed to take part
in two consecutive branches of athletics during a scholastic year. The
affirmative was upheld by Calvert,
J. P. and Earley, E. B., the negative by Klugh, G. F. and Beam,
F. A.. The debate was hotly contested, but the decision went finally
to the negative.
The orator, R. M. Foster, had
as his asubject "Love". Razor, H.
L. Gave a very good declamation
entitled,
"Crossing
the
Bar".
Weigle, C. C, the essayist for the
evening, gave a few pointers for the
departing seniors in his essay "Married or Single Life".
The try-outs for the annual celebration are to be held Wednesday
night, May 5.
On the following
Thursday
night the society will
hold its regular meeting.
Every
member is urged to attend.
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SEASON CLOSES WITH DUKE HERE FRIDAY

SPORTS

went to third when the ball was
thrown wild to second.
A passed
ball allowed him 'to score, thus
ending the battle.
The fracas was a pitchers battle
from the start. Dean Pearman "won
another game by keeping his opponents hits scattered and fanning
fifteen batters, while Swinney, who
was on the mound for Piedmont,
let the savage Cubs down with nine
well distributed bingles. Dean was
never worried and he got better as
the game (progressed.
The Freshmen's hits were very
evenly distributed.
MoMillian was
the only Cub to secure two hits.
He and Sexton knocked beautiful
triples in the fourth inning.
Gill
Arnold, and Swinney hit best for
Piedmont.

THRU THE FIELD GLASSES
BY R. H. MITCHELL
The curtain is about to be drawn on college athletics for
this season. Only one more week and the Tigers will have
turned in their base ball uniforms for this year. The game
with Duke university next Friday marks the closee of the
schedule for the varsity. The freshmen play a game or so
next week and after then they too will lay aside base ball
and prepare for the examinations which are drawing near.
The trouncing which was administered to Piedmont Col
lege team by the Cubs last Saturday resembled somewhat the
nature of a track meet. The Rats seemed to be compensating
for the defeat that was handed them by Erskine earlier in the
season. The Erskine defeat is the only game that the Whelps
have lost this spring.

BOX SCORES
son
A15 It H PO A K
Coleman, 2b
5
0 1
2 3
1
Williams, 3b
5
0 0
10
2
Barry, ss
5
2 10 3
0
Pearman, D. p ... 5
.1
1 0 1
0
Sexton, cf
4
110 0
0
Wood, If _4
0
110
0
illian, rf ...412200
Pearman, F. c ...4
0
1 15 0
0

Losing a track meet by only a few points is not so bad when
the team sets records which are bound to stand long after the
score of the meet is forgotten. To Newman, Roy, and Cullum
go the honors of setting new state records. The Tigers were
again weak in the field events. They had a monopoly on the
track events, either ending first or placing for several points.

Moorer,

4

lb

Totals
40
PIEDMONT
AB
Swinney, P ....
Chambers, M 3<b
Gill, lb
Arnold, c
Chambers, L. If
White, rf
5
McMillian, ss
Scott, 2b .
M'Obley, cf

0

SPORT

s

BATTING AVERAGES

1
9 30
H PO
2 0

Position AH it H Pet.
Player
10
1
5 .500
■Her rom,
2*
Milling,
cf.
49
7 1
.347
3 .333
Long,
1
9
P
50
9 16 .329
McGill,
c
Eskew,
9 14 .311
c
45
2b
Hudgens,
60 13 18 .300
Dun lap,
ss.
59
8 17 .2S8
1 .250
Jones,
4
0
Util.
Martin, W.N
cf
49
6 12 .245
S 14 .240
Moore,
cf,
58
Totals
44 4 10 27
Abbott,
3b
39
7
8 .210
Score by innings:
2 .200
Smith.
10
0
P
Clemson
000 400 000
Harmon,
10 4
2 .200
P
Piedmont
000 110 200
5
0
1 .200
Martin, W.T
P
—G. F.
27 3
4 .150
Hendee,
3b
Manning,
lb
25' 3
3 .111
0
0 .000
15
P
What's that mark over Bryan,
Fresh:
0 .000
c
6
0
Tison,
your ear.'
0 .000
4 0
P
"That's a birth mark." Hane,
Froshh:
532 75 136 .256
Totals
Fresh: "How's that?"
"Looked in the wrong
■ Frosh:
berth.
Wesbury:
"My
neck
is very
"Did ycu see me down town yes- sensitive. "Can you shave it without
'cutting
me?" Mr.
White:
i
'.' I saw you twice."
Barber)
"Well,
I'll
"I never notice people in that (Regimental
make a stab at it anyway."
condition."

sggJHHlEHgHlp^^
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Now is the time for the juniors who are going to camp to be
out practicing for the track and field events which are so popular at camp McClellan. Clemson should walk away with the
field down there, but in order to do so they must be organized.
Let's get together juniors and show the other colleges at camp
who- we are.
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"Wax" Martin, the lafl who sus<1 a broken log in the Georgia
base ball game at the
<> season, was on the player's
h (taring '
day.... He was not in uniform,
■•■; there ebe^ring his i
es
onward.
anil has
this way Tor the oast few
s.
It is
be able ti
iitchetl and a
he has si
all "V'rf,
mso.n will be r<
Southern In
Conice track meet at Chapel Hill,
i I
] 5th by O'Dell,
.

sr.
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Barry and

Sexton did the
on. Each secured
out of five times
a triple.
•4 two I
scoring two men.

.

ogles.
BOX SCORES
AB R H PO
0
2b
0
3.b _2
rf..
4
3
2
0
1
0

I

have

■ records
of the season
i of their ability.

b

ftinno ui!M Tuiinni
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Scott,

Clemson
pitching
to annex

A E
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
0

j

■ 0

1

2
1
10
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0
3 24 17

39

aS

,j.

12 14 27
R H PO
3
1
l
5
o
2
0
0
0
]
0

.....
hitting
the
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032 05 2 000—12
044 100 000—5
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—G. F. K.
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Friday.

UIJU

The contest had

early innings, but the Cubs
got
their batting
eye and
iont received the little end of
a 12-5 score.
Clemson was first to cross the
platter.
They made three runs in
■second inning, but Piedmont
with four counters.
In
next framie the score was tied
when
Clemson scored
twice and
iont
once. .Then oaiv>^ the
rous session for the Georgians.
Ee on an infield error
and proceeded to steal two s:
D got on by ts fielders
Barry scored on a
throw. Sexton knocked a triple,
!ng Pearman.
Wood
walked
and Sexton scored on Frnd Pear■ sacrifice. Gibson walked and
id Wood scored on Moorers'
hie. After these five runs v<T"ro
the Tiger Cubs had Piedmont at their met
Hoot Gibson, who performed on
mound for the Cubs. Ditched
•all.
He retired eight hatbv the strikeout route and
al'owed just three hits. Piedmont's
tallies were largely products, of incoupled with "a few
walks.
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FROM PIF"
Piedmont went down in defeat
before the
aggressive
Clemson
Frosh here last Saturday for the
fourth time.
The young
Tigers
repeated their performance of two
: go, at which time they
four out of four games from
the North
Georgia
Aggies.
It.
■p Cubs are a Jonah
for all their Georgia antagonists.
Piedmont offered stern qpopsition
however, and the Cubs had to fight
to win by a 5-4 score.
The fray turned into a battle of
wits in the tenth inning.
Piedmont hi fl three men on with one
rut.
The young Tigers outgessed
boys by detecting a
squeeze play and catching a man
at home. The nexr man up struck
out.
Clemson made % her winning
run the next time at' bat.
Barry.
lightning fast short fielder, got a
pretty hit.
He stole second, and

COLLEGE MEN"
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